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Educators talk about leadership a lot… 



About me 
1980-2004 
Army Officer 
(Royal Canadian Armoured Corps) 

2000-Present 
Langara CS: 
• Part-Time Instructor 
• Coordinator 
• Manager 
• Dean 



What does 
leadership 
mean? 
Dictionary definition doesn’t 
really help… 



What is the 
difference 
between… 
• A boss and a leader? 

• A leader and a manager? 



Management  Organizing 

Leadership Influencing 



Authority 

Responsibility 



Leaders take 
responsibility 
for: 
• Mission 

• Organization 

• People 



You Are the Keeper of the Vision 
Through all the twists and turns of the change process, there must be a clear end in sight 



The “Vision” Thing 
Mission & Vision statements too often just things you hang on the wall 

As a leader you are keeper of your organization’s goals and aspirations 

These are long term and often forgotten day to day 

You need to constantly reinforce why everyone does what they do 

Communication is a core leadership function, both down and up 

“If you have a vision that no-one shares you’re merely an eccentric; if you imbue 
others with your vision, you’re a leader…” 



“To motivate and guide behaviour, values 
cannot be only words on paper. To be 
credible, they must be a living part of 
[the] culture.” 
LEADERSHIP IN THE CANADIAN ARMED FORCES 
A-PA-005-000/AP-004 



Collaborative Decision Making 
No-one knows everything / everyone has to buy into change 



Collaborate, Then Take Responsibility! 
Outline your goal, then open the floor to others’ ideas 

Use brainstorming techniques to encourage a flow of ideas 

Do this early enough that their ideas can make a real difference to the plan 

As ideas solidify sum up the various positions and guide the discussions 

Be respectful of and thankful for the advice you’ve received, but 

End by making a clear decision and assigning tasks in support of your plan 

Finally: No matter whose idea it was, you remain responsible… 



Delegating Effectively 
Don’t “delegate and disappear!” 



Delegate Authority: Not Just Tasks 
Delegate early 

Delegate a goal (a “what” not a “how”) 

Clearly delegate to one person (even if they lead a team) 

Have a specific outcome 

Lay out a clear delivery timetable 

Be available; check in, but don’t second guess 

Track the task 

You can delegate authority but not responsibility! 



Committees & Working Groups 
Committees are a form of delegation: 

◦ Standing (permanent) committees to manage a work-flow, or 

◦ Special committees to complete a specific task 

Committees advise and prepare plans for you 

They make recommendations; they are not decision-making bodies 

Recommendations need not be unanimous – they are not a jury! 



Developing & Mentoring Your Reports 
The next generation of leaders 



Guiding & Developing Your Reports 
Annual performance reviews are ineffective by their nature: 

◦ Too distant from the performance being reviewed, 

◦ Too big and complicated because they cover so much 

◦ Too time consuming in a busy workplace 

◦ Too rote (something HR mandates, so just power through) 



Radical Candour                                Kim Scott (@kimballscott)  
Humble, 

Helpful, 

Immediate, 

In person if it’s criticism, 

In private if it’s praise, and 

Doesn’t personalize 
(criticise the performance not the person) 

Motivated by genuine concern for the 
individual’s success and wellbeing 

 



“The function of leadership is to produce more leaders, not 
more followers.” 
Ralph Nader 



What Qualities Are Useful to a Leader? 
One last laundry list 



Energy & 
Enthusiasm 
If you don’t care, how can 
you expect anyone else to? 



Integrity & 
Trustworthiness 
Leadership is about 
influence, and influence is 
built on trust 



Excellent 
Communication 
Skills 
As a leader you are a conduit 
for information: in and out of 
the organization, up and 
down the chain of command 



Professional 
Knowledge /  
Competence 
Even if you are not the 
subject matter expert you 
need to know enough to 
make sound decisions 



Calm & Resilient 
Under Pressure 
A lot is at stake; things will 
go wrong - you can’t let that 
get you down 



Sense of 
Humour 
If you can’t laugh about the 
little things, then everything 
becomes a big thing 



Moral Courage 
Much more useful (and rare) 
than physical courage 



“Most relevant to combat effectiveness were 
high ratings given [by other ranks] to courage 
and coolness (twice as important as all other 
rated characteristics), followed by attention 
to men and demonstrated competency.” 
LEADERSHIP IN THE CANADIAN ARMED FORCES 
A-PA-005-000/AP-004 



Things a leader 
never says… 

 “That’s not my job.” 

 “I Wasn’t trained for this.” 

 “Nobody told me.” 

 “I’m so busy.” 

 “I’m so stressed out.” 

 “Go ahead, but if there’s any trouble I never 
told you to do it.” 

Well, almost never. 



Thank-you for your time! 
Questions? 


